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Abstract: To improve the hole-transport ability and photoelectric properties of perovskite solar cells,
the ground-state geometry, frontier molecular orbital, and mobility of two organic molecules were
investigated using density functional theory (DFT) with the Marcus hopping model. The absorption
spectra were calculated using time-dependent DFT. The result indicated that the increase in the
conjugated chain and change in the substituted group location from meta to para cause low mobility,
which has a negative effect on the hole-transporting ability.
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1. Introduction

Solar cells based on the perovskite structure from methylamine and lead-halide have
attracted considerable attention in recent years. Perovskite solar cells (PSCs) are a promising
photoelectric conversion device because of their fast charge transport and high power conversion
efficiency (PCE). To produce high performance, suitable HTMs play a significant role in quickly
obtaining and collecting holes generated by light in the perovskite layer [1]. An excellent
hole transport material (HTM) should reduce the rate of charge recombination, generate
continuous charge injection, and have high hole mobilities. The state-of-the-art HTM is 2,2′,7,7′-
Tetrakis-(N,N-di-4-methoxyphenylamino)-9,9’-spirobifluorene (spiro-OMeTAD), which has still many
deficiencies in some aspects: difficult synthesis processes, high cost, and low hole mobility. The hole
mobilities of HTMs in PSCs can be improved using p-dopants and some doping reagents contains
cobalt(III) complexes and tert-butylpyridine (TBP) [2]. Concurrently, from the viewpoint of HTM,
molecular design strategies are used to control their structures and high hole mobilities [3,4], and HTM
materials have been developed, such as triphenylamine [5], cyclopentadithiophene [6], small amide
molecules [7], and Cyclopenta[hi]aceanthrylene [8]. The di(1-benzothieno)[3,2-b:2′,3′-d]pyrrole (DBTP)
moiety contains the 4H-dithieno[3,2-b:2′,3′-d]pyrrole (DTP), electron withdrawing acyl substituents,
and an extended π-conjugated system, which strengthens π-electron delocalization and improves
charge carrier transport [9]. Based on the recently reported HTMs containing DBTP as a core unit [10],
the strong electron-donating moieties and two arylamine wings are used to synthesize mDPA-DBTP
and pTPA-DBTP (can be shown in Figure 1) [11]. In this study, DFT calculations were used to investigate
the structure and charge mobility of HTMs (mDPA-DBTP and pTPA-DBTP) to reveal the relationship
between the structure and performance of HTM.
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2. Computational Methods

The ground-state geometries of mDPA-DBTP and pTPA-DBTP were optimized using the density
functional theory (DFT) method [12,13] and B3LYP [14] with the 6-31G(d) basis set in dichloromethane.
After optimizing geometry structures, we employed a time-dependent DFT (TD-DFT) method [15]
to acquire corresponding absorption spectra with the CAM-B3LYP [16] and the 6-31G(d) basis set in
the same solvent. Reorganization energy was calculated by means of optimizing charged molecules
with DFT/ B3LYP/6-31G(d). Density of state (DOS) and partial density of states (PDOS) were analyzed
using Gauss Sum software [17,18], and the keyword was Iop(3/33 = 1,3/36 = −1) pop = full. For further
investigating the hole mobility, Marcus theory was employed [19–24]. All calculations mentioned
above were operated in the Gaussian 09 program [17].

3. Results and Discussions

3.1. Geometry and Frontier Molecular Energy Level

Chemical structures of HTMS based on mDPA-DBTP and pTPA-DBTP, and energy levels of
perovskite, TiO2, and HTMS, are shown in Figure 1. Compared with mDPA-DBTP, two benzene rings
have been added to the conjugated chain of pTPA-DBTP. Therefore, pTPA-DBTP displays obviously
aromaticity, which results in a strengthened delocalization effect. As shown in Figure 1, the highest
occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) increased, and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO)
reduced owing to the introduction of the symmetry of the two benzene rings. The change in the
substituted group (methoxy) location from meta to para increases the planarity and symmetry of
pTPA-DBTP. The substitution of meta does not form a stable resonance structure, which caused a
decline in the HOMO level [25]. The trend in HOMO levels is pTPA-DBTP > mDPA-DBTP, and a
deeper HOMO leads to a larger open-circuit voltage (VOC). A larger gap in HOMO and the Fermi
level of TiO2 can cause a higher open-circuit voltage (VOC) [26]. The HOMO of HTMs is higher than
the valence band (VB) of CH3NH3PbI3, which is advantageous for hole-transport [27]. CH3NH3PbI3 is
considered a classic perovskite material, so mDPA-DBTP, with better hole mobility, will improve the
charge transfer ability and further result in a higher power conversion efficiency (PCE) The LUMO
level is also a factor affecting the performance of PSCs. The LUMO levels of HTMs should be higher
than the conduction band (CB) of CH3NH3PbI3 for preventing electron backflow from CH3NH3PbI3

to the metal electrodes [28]. LUMO levels are in the order: mDPA-DBTP > pTPA-DBTP. Therefore,
mDPA-DBTP has a greater ability to avoid electron back flowing.
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3.2. Density of States (DOS) and Frontier Molecular Orbitals (FMOs)

FMOs and DOS show the features of HTMs and contribute the molecular fragment for orbitals.
According to the optimized geometry structure, we calculated the partial density of states (PDOS) of
the fragment D (red line), the fragment A (black line), the total density of states (TDOS), and FMOs,
as shown in Figure 2. HOMO was mainly contributed from the whole molecule, and LUMO was
contributed by the fragment A. The FMOs show that the two molecules have similar features, i.e., HOMO
delocalized approximately over the total molecule, and LUMO delocalized mainly over fragment
A for each molecule. The enhancement of the delocalization effect is favorable for hole transport.
The increasing planarity and symmetry are beneficial for electron transfer from triphenylamine to
di(1-benzothieno)[3,2-b:2′,3′-d]pyrrole (DBTP), and thus the contribution of the fragment A to LUMO
for pTPA-DBTP is more than for mDPA-DBTP.
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(b) pTPA-DBTP.

3.3. Ionization Potential (IP), Electron Affinity (EA), and Reorganization Energy

IP, EA, hole reorganization energy (λh), and electron reorganization energy (λe) were used to
evaluate charge injection and transfer abilities of HTMs, which are listed in Table 1. A low IP
is advantageous to the generation of a hole, and a high EA denotes a stronger charge injection
ability [29]. Table 1 shows that the trends in IPs and EAs are both mDPA-DBTP < pTPA-DBTP.
Therefore, mDPA-DBTP is better than pTPA-DBTP for the generation of holes. The stability is an
important index for the use of cells. The absolute hardness (η) can be calculated to estimate the stability
of cells using the following equation [30]:

η =
IP− EA

2
(1)

As shown in Table 1, mDPA-DBTP is more stable than pTPA-DBTP.
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Table 1. The ionization potential IP (eV), electron affinities EA (eV), absolute hardness η(eV), hole
reorganization energies λh (eV), and electron reorganization energies λe (eV) of two investigated molecules.

Molecule IP EA η λh λe

mDPA-DBTP 4.53 1.40 1.56 0.30 0.36
pTPA-DBTP 4.57 1.92 1.33 0.22 0.33

The reorganization energy (λh/e) refers to the energy change of the system, which is caused by the
structural relaxation after the gain or loss of electrons. It can be calculated by [31–33]:

λh/e = (E±0 − E±) + (E0
± − E0) (2)

where E+
0

(
E−0

)
and E0

+

(
E0
−

)
are the charged energy on neutral states and neutral energy used cation

(anion) states, respectively; E+(E−) and E0 are energies for cation (anion) states and neutral state,
respectively. Low reorganization energy is beneficial to charge transport. In Table 1, the value of λh is
in the following order: mDPA-DBTP > pTPA-DBTP, and pTPA-DBTP is favorable for transporting
holes in the design. However, a parameter cannot perfectly estimate the performance of HTMs; we
also need to calculate the transfer integral and mobility, which are discussed below.

3.4. Absorption Spectra

Figure 3 shows the absorption spectra calculated at the TD-DFT/CAM-B3LYP/6-31G(d) level, and
data are listed in Table S1. The excited state S1 is generated from the electron transition of HOMO to
LUMO, and the corresponding absorption peaks (λ) and oscillator strength (f ) of HTMs are both in
this sequence: mDPA-DBTP < pTPA-DBTP. A slight red shift occurs for pTPA-DBTP compared with
mDPA-DBTP, but their λ values are close. The phenomenon can be easily understood from Figure 3.
The red-shifted absorption comes from the smaller energy gap of pTPA-DBTP, which is narrower than
that of mDPA-DBTP, and a smaller energy gap results in a red-shift absorption.
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3.5. Charge Transport

Large hole mobility can accelerate hole transport. The most stable molecular pair is used to
estimate mobility according to the hopping model. The molecular pair is the larger contribution of the
transfer route between the molecular pair [34]. First, we used the Marcus theory to calculate the charge
hopping rate kh/e [35]:

kh/e =
v2

h/e

}

√
π

λh/ekBT
exp(−

λh/e

4kBT
) (3)

where kB, vh/e, T, and λh/e are represented as the Boltzmann constant, hole/electron transfer integral,
room temperature (300 K) and hole/electron reorganization energy, respectively. Mobility can be
approximately calculated by the Einstein relation [36]:

µ =
e

kBT
1

2n

∑
i

r2
i kiPi (4)

where n is the dimensionality (n = 3) and ri is centroid to centroid distance. As shown in Table 2, the hole
transfer integral vh of mDPA-DBTP is larger than that of pTPA-DBTP. Both the hole hopping rate kh and
the hole mobility µh are in the following sequence: mDPA-DBTP > pTPA-DBTP. We correspondingly
calculated the electron transfer integral ve. We found that vh > ve, which results in large total hole
mobility. These molecules favorably act as HTMs. To simulate the actual environment, we calculated
the mobilities in different electric fields, as shown in Table 2. For mDPA-DBTP, compared with the
original molecule, vh shows a gradually increasing trend along with the increase in the field. Both kh
and µh increase gradually. Therefore, the addition of an electric field is favorable for charge transport.

Table 2. The transfer integrals v (eV), hopping rates k (s−1), and mobilities µ (cm2V−1s−1) of molecules
in the electric field (×10−4 a.u.).

Molecule mDPA-DBTP pTPA-DBTP

Field 0 5 10 0 5 10

r 4.33 4.30 4.17 4.48 4.38 4.30
vh 0.021 0.074 0.130 0.013 0.047 0.073
ve 0.033 0.081 0.140 0.010 0.044 0.082

kh (×1012) 0.74 9.17 28.32 0.67 8.94 22.05
ke (×1012) 0.97 5.92 16.66 0.12 2.32 8.20
µh 0.027 0.33 0.95 0.026 0.33 0.79
µe 0.035 0.20 0.56 0.0048 0.086 0.29

4. Conclusions

In this study, the optical and electric properties of mDPA-DBTP and pTPA-DBTP were investigated
for the utility of HTM. The mDPA-DBTP has a lower HOMO level, which results in a larger open-circuit
voltage. The increase in the conjugated chain and change in the substituted group location from
meta to para cause an increase in the HOMO level and low mobility. There is high hole mobility for
mDPA-DBTP. More importantly, we found that the transfer integral and the mobility increase with
the addition of an electric field. The results indicate that mDPA-DBTP is a potential HTM, and the
addition of an electric field improves the hole-transport ability of the molecule.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2076-3417/9/11/2244/s1,
Table S1: Calculated transition energies, absorption peaks λ, major transition molecular orbitals and oscillator
strength f of two molecules.
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